Hospitals

If you have a hospital building to manage, you know that controlling the people access to such a location is crucial.
And so it is the temperature,humidity or air quality conditions,or the fire alarms.With the IBS system you may monitor
and control the access closely, by installing cameras and access points everywhere needed. Additionally, you may
complete your system by installing temperature and humidity sensors, smoke detectors, motion detectors and
controlling units so you can not just watch,and not also control the activity in your building.The system will be spread
all over the building but can be still controlled form a central place.

IBS System highlights:
Centralized monitoring and control: You may watch and react to events in your building from a centralized point of
control. This will give you the privilege of seeing the system altogether and understanding the interconnection between
separate events so you should not be caught off guard. Of course, from this centralized control room you may also control
the environment settings of the building or the illumination remotely everywhere in the network.For example it will be very
easy to set a window to open automatically if a certain toxic gas is spreading around in a room.
Controlled access: You may control the access on every door or to any resource in the building based on identification keys that you program
and give out to the people who are allowed to enter your building.You may program every key individually or in groups and of course you may
log everything they do so you know that they stay in their part of the building.In the same time you may easily trace someone in the building if
needed.From now on,you will always know if someone is from the medical staff,administration staff,a patient or just a visitor.
Audio communication: Our system comes with support for digital over IP audio communication,so you may install microphones and speakers
throughout the building and communicate with anyone in case of emergencies.Think about this as an ordinary interphone, but with tens of
operation stations all over the building. Of course you may talk to someone over the Internet too, just as you would do it from your office. And
you may also use the system to play automated audio messages,as a reaction to building events.
Emergency buttons: With IBS system you may install anywhere in the building panic buttons so anyone can signal efficiently an emergency or
just a call of help or treatment.The system will automatically dispatch the calls where needed and also log them for future reference.
Costs optimization: We will make sure that the IBS system does not heat or cool any space that is not needed,or at times when it isn't used.Also,
the system will control that no light stays on when it isn't needed and no coffee machine is keeping the coffee hot outside the visiting hours.
Unless,of course,you wish otherwise in which case you can easily override any rule with a few clicks of a mouse or key.

Hospitals

Price information
Lighting Control

1 x Switch CSW (65 €) / 1 x Dimmer CDM (78 €)

* recommended price information
only, all prices are subject to VAT at
the prevailing rate

Motion/Smoke/Gas Monitoring

* Equipments do not include
controlled end devices, additional
devices partially required!

1 x Sensor CAS (53 €)

Pan-Tilt-Zoom Surveillance Camera Control
1 x Camlink Camera Controller CCL (80 €)

Access Control

1 x Access Point CAP (80 €)

Heating/Cooling Element Control

1 x Thermostat CTS 2010 (62 €) / 1 x Thermostat with LCD Display CTS 2020 (105 €)

Energy Consumption Monitoring
1 x Energy Meter CPM (137 €)

Electrical Equipment Switching
1 x Switch CSW (65 €)
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